
Dear Hari, 	 9/3/78 

The *torte with your 8/30 are helpfel, thanks. Apr My info and in acme mays is 
2014 Worts. 

If you still want to follow the report that Beaty spring Mall I think the best 
shot today is through one of Hall's right-wing Dallas friends of that period. Whoever 
did it had enough influence to see at it that no mord remained. While the 111 could 
have done that Rail's past was not linked to it. It had some 011 relatienshipa, at 
least in common interests. 

losty's explanation to yea, that ar men were taken for Secret Service, is not 
only reasonable - it suggests that the BIM now wants it out. We would not have spoken 
to you without an OE from high el. Re then would not have said *what he was set 
vented to eay./f only because this report sea never really inveatigatioa - and 
beside* the Comaissioa the Ilellas police, PSI and Secret eervico all had intetcot 
in °loaning that report up.- it appear* to be worth following. 

by belief is that while the 211 expects the Broom* assassin* to confirm the of-
ficial story, perhaps with minor variations, the 251 is feeding it bad stuff and it 
is taking this bad stuff. Along with the bad it is feeding what is good info. I have 
ways of knowing this from the records I've gotteei Laying any conspiratorial reports 
to rest thus serves present Me interests. 

If I could see your stories closer to the time they appear I might be able to 
feed back to you better. 1t is getting to where I cant remember as once I did, and 
is the pest 12-15 months I've gone over &fantastic nomher of records. I tried to ohmic 
Hardee out for you, for example, and could not. While it is may opinion that his name 
is not mentioned in any of the records I've read, I can't be absolutely sure. 

I'm keeping the records I get exaotly as I get them. I go over them without taking 
the bound volumes apart. I attach slips of paper, with paperclips, indicating whieh 
I went copies and for what torsos's. Wy wife then goes over all these voluma s. One at 
a tine, makee the copies, and preserves the volumes in their original form. She keeps 
the copies in their original numerical sequenne and I go over twain that order, making 
most where I have time or need and then filing then, by  name &althea possible by gab-
loot. In what has been copied to now I've no separate file on amoebae, as I think I 
would from the content at your story. This asuman that he lied, that the 131 Ignored 
that line er that if it did investigate, the records are withheld - if I did not 
miss it. I think I would mot have. 

To now I've read all the stories you sent except those relating to Stunt. I have to 
organise what I do differently mow, so I save reading for rest periods, like after I 
sow fora while, which is harder for me thak ono* it vas. (also veal good tor sae.) 
writing this before I get into today's work not to get busy and forget because more IOU 
work is immediately ahead and because the copying  of the ROY records  in  only  sheet 
third done. W bad a metalline failure which slowed 'waif* dawn. I have a few copies in 
an envelope for you and if it doom t get smothered in one of the many stacks on my 
desk it will go out in Tumedgy's Wet moil. It other records I've marked for you 
surface I'll mail them later. 

I can confirm part of ?tent**. stories on the Senate committee's interest. One of 
its staff was in touch with** on this months sp. I spent a morning with him, besides 
phone calls. Fly own view is a variant of what 'rento's sources tole him - that the OIL 
was wing gpetein and that the AmeLetoodUmas rather than the military turned gletain 
around. If as I believe his views and theirs are politically identical, they had easi. 
memintermst. I believe the &gain the appearance of Legend and the change, in it, 
including of the title and price, oonfira me in this but of course I do not know. 

Thanks and best wishes, 


